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A 0-DIMENSIONAL, LINDELÖF SPACE THAT IS NOT
STRONGLY D
DÁNIEL T. SOUKUP AND PAUL J. SZEPTYCKI
Abstract. A topological space X is strongly D if for any neigh-
bourhood assignment {Ux : x ∈ X}, there is a D ⊆ X such that
{Ux : x ∈ D} covers X and D is locally finite in the topology
generated by {Ux : x ∈ X}. We prove that ♦ implies that there is
an HFCw space in 2ω1 (hence 0-dimensional, Hausdorff and hered-
itarily Lindelöf) which is not strongly D. We also show that any
HFC space X is dually discrete and if additionally countable sets
have Menger closure then X is a D-space.
1. Introduction
A space X is said to be a D-space if for every neighbourhood as-
signment {Ux : x ∈ X} there is a closed discrete set D ⊆ X such that
{Ux : x ∈ D} covers the space [5] (we refer to D as a kernel for the
neighbourhood assignment). One of the main open problems regarding
topological covering properties is whether every regular, Lindelöf space
is a D-space. The latter question is due to E. van Douwen and we refer
the reader to [7, 8, 9, 10] for more background.
Recently, L. Aurichi [3] defined a space to be strongly D if for every
neighbourhood assignment {Ux : x ∈ X} there is a set D ⊆ X such
that {Ux : x ∈ D} covers X and D is locally finite in the topology
generated by {Ux : x ∈ X} i.e., for each z ∈ X, there is a finite F ⊆ X
such that
z ∈
⋂
{Ux : x ∈ F} and
⋂
{Ux : x ∈ F} ∩D is finite.
Note that if the topology generated by {Ux : x ∈ X} is T1 (or if we
add the cofinite sets to this basis) then the above condition does imply
that D is closed discrete in that topology. Aurichi has shown that
every strongly D space is Lindelöf and that if there is a Lindelöf, T1
non strongly D-space then there is a Lindelöf, T1 non D-space. On the
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other hand, in [16], we showed that under the assumption of ♦, there
is a T2, hereditarily Lindelöf non D-space. This provides the closest
approximation for a negative solution to van Douwen’s question to
date.
Now, we present a 0-dimensional, Hausdorff (and hence regular)
modification of that example which is still hereditarily Lindelöf and
not strongly D.1 In fact, our space is homeomorphic to an HFCw sub-
space of 2ω1 which are basic examples of hereditarily Lindelöf spaces;
Section 2 covers all the necessary definitions and the construction itself.
We complement the previous result by showing that any HFC space
(a natural strengthening of being HFCw) is dually discrete i.e., neigh-
bourhood assignments always have discrete kernels (see Theorem 4).
Moreover, we prove that any HFC space with the property that count-
able sets have Menger closure is actually a D-space (see Theorem 7).
The latter results are proved in Section 3. Figure 1 below summarizes
the known relations (where HL stands for hereditarily Lindelöf).
HFC
HFCw HL
Menger strongly D D-space dually discrete
Theorem 4
×Theorem 1
+T3
?
Figure 1. The implications between the covering properties
The red arrow marks van Douwen’s question and we conclude our
paper with a list of further open problems.
1.1. Notation and terminology. We let Fn(I, 2) denote the set of
finite partial function from I to 2. Any such finite function s determines
a basic open subset of the Tychonoff product 2I by setting [s] = {x ∈
2I : x ⊃ s}.
For a topological space (X, τ), a local π-network at x ∈ X is a family
F of arbitrary subsets of X so that for any open neighbourhood V of
x, there is F ∈ F with F ⊂ V . A family of open sets U is an ω-cover
of X if for any finite F ⊂ X, there is U ∈ U with F ⊂ U .
1Yet another version of this construction was used to show that the union of two
D-spaces may not be D [17].
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2. The construction
Our goal is to prove the following.
Theorem 1. Under ♦, there is a 0-dimensional, Hausdorff and hered-
itarily Lindelöf space which is not strongly D.
We will define a topology ρ on ω1 by constructing Uγ ⊂ ω1 for γ < ω1.
Sets of the form
Us =

 ⋂
γ∈s−1(1)
Uγ

 ∩

 ⋂
γ∈s−1(0)
(ω1 \ Uγ)


will form the basis of the topology where s ∈ Fn(ω1, 2). Our space
(ω1, ρ) naturally embeds into 2
ω1 by the map β 7→ f(β) := xβ ∈ 2
ω1
defined by
xβ(γ) =
{
1 if β ∈ Uγ ,
0 if β /∈ Uγ
where γ < ω1. Condition (4) below in our inductive construction
ensures that ρ is T1 and in turn, the map f is injective. For any
s ∈ Fn(ω1, 2), the intersection of the basic open set [s] in 2
ω1 with
f [ω1] is exactly f [Us]. So f is a homeomorphism with its image.
To ensure that (ω1, ρ) is hereditarily Lindelöf, we employ the HFCw
machinery from [11, Definition 3.2]. Let λ be some uncountable cardi-
nal, F ∈ [λ]n and b ∈ 2n. We let F ∗ b denote the function from F to
2 which which takes value b(i) on the ith element of F .
Recall that X ⊂ 2λ is called an HFCw space if for any n < ω and
uncountable, pairwise disjoint F ⊂ [λ]n, there is a countable F0 ⊂ F
so that for any b ∈ 2n,
|X\
⋃
{[F ∗ b] : F ∈ F0}|≤ ω.
Any HFCw space is hereditarily Lindelöf [11, 3.3] and these spaces
provided some basic combinatorial examples of L-spaces (as one of
many interesting applications). Let us refer the reader to I. Juhász’s
[11] for more information on the structure and properties of such spaces.
We will show in Proposition 2 that f maps (ω1, ρ) to an HFCw space
in 2ω1 and so ρ is hereditarily Lindelöf.
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The sets Uγ will be constructed simultaneously by an induction of
length ω1. At each stage α ≥ γ, we will have an approximation U
α
γ for
Uγ and in fact, Uγ∩(α+1) = U
α
γ . Moreover, we will assume γ+1 ⊂ Uγ
so the subspace topology on α + 1 will be completely determined by
stage α.
Let us start the construction and assume ♦. Let {Bα : α ∈ ω1}
be a ♦ sequence capturing subsets of Fn(ω1, 2) i.e., Bα ⊆ Fn(α, 2)
and for any B ⊆ Fn(ω1, 2) there are stationary many α such that
B ∩ Fn(α, 2) = Bα. Indeed, we will only be interested in capturing
uncountable families B ⊆ Fn(ω1, 2) with pairwise disjoint domains in
order to assure that the space is HFCw. In addition, enumerate all
countable subsets of ω1 as {Cα : α ∈ ω1} so that for each α, we have
that supCα < α. These sets are the potentially locally finite kernels
that we should avoid.
By recursion on α < ω1, we define sets {U
α
γ : γ ≤ α < ω1} so that
the following inductive hypotheses are satisfied:
(1) For all γ ≤ α, Uαγ ⊆ α + 1,
(2) For all α limit and n < ω, Uα+nα+n = (0, α] ∪ {α + n},
(3) For all γ ≤ α < β, Uβγ ∩ (α + 1) = U
α
γ ,
(4) For all η < α there is γ < α such that η ∈ Uαγ and α 6∈ U
α
γ or
vice-versa, η 6∈ Uαγ and α ∈ U
α
γ .
We let τα be the topology on α+1 generated by the sets {U
α
γ : γ ≤ α}
and let ρα be the topology on α+ 1 generated by the sets
{Uαγ , (α+ 1)\U
α
γ : γ ≤ α}.
Note that by (3), if α < β we have that τα is the subspace topology
on α+1 generated by τβ and similarly, ρα is the subspace topology on
α + 1 generated by ρβ . Moreover each ρα is zero-dimensional and by
(4) also T1.
To present the rest of the inductive hypotheses, we need some more
notation and definitions. For any finite s ∈ Fn(α, 2) let
Uαs =

 ⋂
ξ∈s−1(1)
Uαξ

 ∩

 ⋂
ξ∈s−1(0)
(
α + 1 \ Uαξ
) .
These sets form a basis for ρα. For all β ≤ α, let
Wαβ = {U
α
s : s ∈ Bβ}.
We will make sure that if Bβ is large in some sense (see (6) below)
then Wαβ covers the interval (β, α]. This will help us prove hereditarily
Lindelöfness through the HFCw machinery.
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Now, we have the following additional inductive hypotheses: for all
β ≤ α,
(5) if Cα is locally finite in τα then
⋃
{Uαξ : ξ ∈ Cα} 6= α+ 1;
(6) if Bβ ⊆ Fn(β, 2) consists of functions with pairwise disjoint
domains and if there is a countable elementary submodel M ≺
Hω2 that satisfies M ∩ ω1 = β and such that
• {Bγ : γ < ω1} ∈ M ,
• there is an uncountable B ∈ M such that Bβ = B ∩M ,
and
• there is (Vγ : γ < ω1) ∈ M such that Vγ ∩ β = U
α
γ ∩ β for
all γ < β,
then
(a) if β ≤ α, then {dom(s) : s ∈ Bβ} is a local π-network at β
in the τα topology, and
(b) if β < α then for each τα-neighbourhood V of β and each
finite subset F ⊆ V , the following is an ω-cover of (β, α]:
{Uαs : s ∈ Bβ and dom(s) ⊆ V \ F}.
Let us carry out the construction and verify that the inductive hy-
potheses can be preserved. First suppose that α < ω1 and for all
η ≤ β < α, Uβη has been defined satisfying the inductive hypotheses
(1)-(6). Let
U<αη =
⋃
{Uβη : η < β < α}
and let τ ′α denote the topology generated by these sets on α. Before
we continue, note that for each β < α, τβ is the subspace topology
on β + 1 inherited from τ ′α. Moreover, the key (6)(b) condition about
ω-covers is satisfied by τ ′α when restricted to the set (β, α).
Now, for each η < α, our goal is to extend U<αη to U
α
η by decid-
ing whether to include or exclude α from it. Following our previous
notation, we let
U<αs =

 ⋂
ξ∈s−1(1)
U<αξ

 ∩

 ⋂
ξ∈s−1(0)
(
α \ U<αξ
)
for s ∈ Fn(α, 2).
First, let T be the set of β ≤ α satisfying the hypotheses of (6) and
first assume that α ∈ T and T ∩ α 6= ∅ (hence α is a limit ordinal).
Since α ∈ T , let M be the elementary submodel witnessing this and
let B ∈M be the uncountable family with B ∩M = Bα.
Next, fix an enumeration {(βn, Gn) : n ∈ ω} of all pairs (β,G) where
β ∈ T ∩α and G is a finite subset of the interval (β, α) so that each such
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pair appears infinitely often. For each β < α, we fix a decreasing local
neighbourhood base {Vn(β) : n < ω} in the τ
′
α topology. If Cα is locally
finite in α with respect to τ ′α then we may assume that V0(β) ∩ Cα is
finite (for all β < α).
Now to proceed with the construction, we choose a sequence (sn)n∈ω
by recursion on n such that
(i) sn ∈ Bβn and dom(sn) ⊆ Vn(βn),
(ii) dom(sn) ∩ Cα = ∅ and (sup
⋃
k<n dom(sk)) + 1 /∈ dom(sn),
(iii) M |= Sn := {t ∈ B : dom(t) ⊆ U
<α
sk
for all k ≤ n} is uncount-
able (and hence the set of dom(t)’s with t ∈ Bα satisfying the
above is infinite), and
(iv) Gn ⊆ U
<α
sn
.
Having defined sk for k < n, consider (βn, Gn). By our inductive
hypothesis (6)(b), for any t ∈ Sn−1 there is some s ∈ Bβn so that
(1) dom(s) ⊂ Vn(βn)\(Cα ∪ {(sup
⋃
k<n
dom(sk)) + 1})
and dom(t) ∪ Gn ⊂ U
<α
s . Since Sn−1 is uncountable, there is a single
s = sn ∈ Bβn as satisfying (1) above, so that
Sn = {t ∈ Sn−1 : dom(t) ∪Gn ⊂ U
<α
sn
}
is uncountable. This argument can be carried out completely in M
since all relevant parameters are in M (note that we do not know if Cα
is in M but Cα ∩ Vn(βn) is finite so an element of M). This defines sn
satisfying (i)-(iv) and concludes this induction.
Now we are ready to define Uαη for all η ≤ α. Let
Uαη :=


U<αη ∪ α, if η ∈
⋃
n∈ω s
−1
n (1),
U<αη , if η ∈ α\
⋃
n∈ω s
−1
n (1),
α + 1, if η = α.
We must check that the inductive hypotheses (1)-(6) are satisfied.
Items (1)-(3) follow directly from the construction. Regarding (4), since
η ∈ Uαβ for all η < β, if the set of β such that α 6∈ U
α
β is cofinal in α
then (4) would be satisfied. Hence item (4) follows as long as the sets
s−1n (1) do not cover a tail of α. This is made sure by condition (ii) in
the construction of sn.
Item (5) has been taken care of in the construction of sn by condition
(ii): indeed if Cα is τα locally finite then it is so in τ
′
α as well. Then
dom(sn) ∩ Cα = ∅ and so α 6∈ U
α
ξ for all ξ ∈ Cα.
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To verify (6) first consider (6)(a). For β < α, this is ensured by
the inductive hypothesis and the fact that τα and τβ neighbourhoods
coincide on β + 1. So we consider α and fix a τα neighbourhood V
of α. There is a finite set F ⊆
⋃
{s−1k (1) : k < ω} such that UF =⋂
ξ∈F U
α
ξ ⊆ V . Therefore, there is an n such that
⋂
k≤n U
α
sk
⊆ UF . By
(iv) in the construction of the sn, we have many t ∈ Bα such that
dom(t) ⊆
⋂
k≤n U
α
sk
⊆ UF ⊆ V . Hence (6)(a) is satisfied.
Finally, to check 6(b), suppose β < α and β satisfies the hypotheses
of the statement. In turn, β ∈ T . Fix a τα neighbourhood V of β and
let G ⊆ (β, α] be finite. Since the pair (β,G \ {α}) was enumerated
infinitely often in the construction, there is an n such that (β,G\{α}) =
(βn, Gn) and such that Vn(β) ⊆ V . Therefore, the chosen sn ∈ Bβ
satisfies that dom(sn) ⊆ V and
Gn ⊆ U
<α
s ⊆ U
α
s .
Looking at the definition of Uαη for η ∈ dom(sn), we see that α ∈ U
α
η iff
s(η) = 1. This translates to α ∈ Uαsn and so G ⊂ U
α
sn
as desired. Hence
6(b) is verified and the main inductive step is finished.
Previously, we dealt with the case when α ∈ T and T ∩α 6= ∅ where
T was the set of β ≤ α which satisfied the assumptions of condition
(6). Now, if α 6∈ T but α is a limit and T ∩α 6= ∅ then the construction
is more simple. We define the sequence of sn similarly but without
arranging that the domains of elements of Bα form a π-network at α
(i.e., condition (iii) is not needed).
If T ∩α = ∅ then the construction is even simpler. Nothing needs to
be done except declare Uαα according to (2) and declare that U
α
η = U
<α
η
for all η < α. The successor case is handled trivially as well using
condition (2).
This ends the construction. The final topology ρ on ω1 is generated
by the sets
Uγ =
⋃
γ≤α<ω1
Uαγ
and their complements for γ < ω1. To reiterate the beginning of the
proof, for any s ∈ Fn(ω1, 2), we have a basic clopen set
Us =

 ⋂
γ∈s−1(1)
Uγ

 ∩

 ⋂
γ∈s−1(0)
(ω1 \ Uγ)

 .
The topology is clearly 0-dimensional and also T1 by condition (4).
We are left to show that ρ is hereditarily Lindelöf and not strongly D.
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Proposition 2. For any uncountable family B ⊆ Fn(ω1, 2) with pair-
wise disjoint domains, there is a countable B′ ⊂ B so that
ω1\
⋃
{UF : F ∈ B
′}
is countable.
Now the HFCw property is easily verified for the homeomorphic sub-
space f [ω1] of 2
ω1 and so the topology ρ is hereditarily Lindelöf.
Proof. Given B, we can find an elementary submodel M ≺ H(Θ) so
that M contains all the relevant parameters and for β = M ∩ ω1,
B ∩ Fn(β, 2) = Bβ. Indeed, there are club many models with all the
parameters and B is guessed stationary often by the ♦ sequence. In
turn, at every stage α ≥ β, β satisfied the assumptions of condition (6)
and so we made sure that
⋃
{Uαs : s ∈ Bβ} covers (β, α] (see (6)(b)).
Hence,
ω1\
⋃
{Us : s ∈ Bβ} ⊂ ω1\(β + 1),
as desired.

Proposition 3. The topology ρ is not strongly D.
Proof. Indeed, this is witnessed by the neighbourhood assignment α 7→
Uα. Suppose that C is locally finite in the topology generated by {Uα :
α < ω1}. Since ρ is Lindelöf and C is locally finite in ρ too, C must be
countable. Hence, there is an α < ω1 so that C = Cα. In turn, at step
α of the main induction, we made sure that α /∈ Uαξ = Uξ ∩ (α + 1)
for ξ ∈ Cα (since C = Cα was τα locally finite at that point). So
X 6=
⋃
ξ∈Cα
Uα, as desired. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. We remark that any count-
able subspace of our topology ρ is second countable. In turn, our space
is dually second countable i.e., any neighbourhood assignment has a
second countable kernel.
3. HFC and D-spaces
Our goal in this section is to analyse a strengthening of the HFCw
property: a subspace X ⊆ 2λ is called HFC if for every n ∈ ω, b ∈ 2n
and any infinite family F ⊂ [λ]n of pairwise disjoint sets,
X \
⋃
{[F ∗ b] : F ∈ F}
is countable [11, Definition 3.2]. Any HFC space is HFCw and so
hereditarily Lindelöf as well.
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While HFC spaces are not necessarily left separated, in many cases
we get left separated spaces in the classical constructions of hereditarily
Lindelöf spaces. It is well-known that every left-separated space is a
D-space [9]. In general, we do not know whether all HFC spaces are
D-spaces. However, we have the following result.
Theorem 4. Any HFC space is dually discrete.
Recall that X is dually discrete if for any neighbourhood assignment
{Ux : x ∈ X} there is a discrete D ⊆ X so that {Ux : x ∈ D} covers X.
It is also unknown whether all (hereditarily) Lindelöf space are dually
discrete [1].
Proof. Given an HFC space X ⊂ 2λ, we can assume that neighbour-
hood assignments are of the form N : X → Fn(λ, 2). We start by
taking a countable elementary submodel M ≺ H(Θ) (with Θ appro-
priately large) so that X,N, λ ∈M . Our first goal is to find a discrete
D ⊂M ∩X so that X\N [D] is countable.
List all pairs (ε, b) ∈ Fn(λ ∩M, 2)× 2<ω as {(ε2ℓ, b2ℓ) : ℓ ∈ ω} such
that each (ε, b) pair appears infinitely often. We construct a sequence
of points (xn)n<ω in M ∩X so that
(1) xn ∈ X ∩M\
⋃
{[N(xk)] : k < n},
(2) M ∩X ⊂
⋃
{[N(xn)] : n ∈ ω} and
(3) if n is even and there is x ∈ X\{xk : k < n} so that
(i) εn ⊆ N(x),
(ii) F = dom(N(x)\εn) is disjoint from dom(N(xk)) for k < n,
and
(iii) N(x)\εn = F ∗ bn
then we choose xn to be such.
Note that condition (1) ensures that D = {xn : n < ω} is discrete.
The construction is simple: at odd stages we work towards covering
M ∩ X and at even stages, we see if condition (3) can be satisfies: if
so, we pick such an xn, otherwise an arbitrary one.
We use N [D] to denote
⋃
{[N(x)] : x ∈ D}.
Claim 5. |X\N [D]|≤ ω.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then there is Z ∈ [X\N [D]]ω1 and (ε, b) ∈
Fn(λ ∩M)× 2<ω such that for all x ∈ Z,
(1) N(x) ∩M = ε, and
(2) N(x)\ε = dom(N(x)\ε) ∗ b.
Let Γ = {n ∈ ω : (ε, b) = (εn, bn)} and recall the inductive construc-
tion of the sequence {xn : n ∈ ω}. In particular, the set Z witnesses
that we were able to choose xn according to condition (3) when n ∈ Γ.
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In turn, there is an infinite set D˜ ⊆ D so that ε ⊆ N(x) for each
x ∈ D˜, {dom(N(x)\ε) : x ∈ D˜} is pairwise disjoint and N(x)\ε =
dom(N(x)\ε) ∗ b for all x ∈ D˜.
Now, since X is an HFC space,
X\
⋃
{[dom(N(x)\ε) ∗ b] : x ∈ D˜}
is countable. In particular, there is z ∈ Z such that z ∈
⋃
{[dom(N(x)\
ε) ∗ b] : x ∈ D˜}. Pick x ∈ D˜ such that z ∈ [dom(N(x) \ ε) ∗ b]. Recall
that z ∈ [N(z)] ⊂ [ε] and hence z ∈ [ε] ∩ [dom(N(x) \ ε) ∗ b] = [N(x)].
This contradicts z ∈ Z ⊆ X\N [D].

Now, list X\N [D] as {zn : n ∈ ω} (if N [D] already covers X then
the proof is done). We define yn ∈M ∩X so that
(3) zn ∈ [N(yn)] and
(4) yn /∈
⋃
ℓ≤kn
[N(xℓ)]
where kn is the maximum of n and min{k < ω : yn−1 ∈ N(xk)]}. Why
is this possible? At step n, we consider the family of open sets
{[N(y)] : y ∈ X\
⋃
ℓ≤kn
[N(xℓ)]}.
Note that the latter is in M and since X is hereditarily Lindelöf, there
is a countable subfamily in M with the same cover. In turn, we can
pick y = yn ∈ X ∩M\
⋃
ℓ≤kn
[N(xℓ)] which covers zn.
Claim 6. {xn, yn : n < ω} is discrete.
Proof. Simply note that
⋃
ℓ≤kn+1
[N(xℓ)] is a neighbourhood of both xn
and yn which contains only finitely many other xk, yk. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem since
X =
⋃
{[N(xn)], [N(yn)] : n < ω}.
⊠
Our final theorem shows that in a class of ’locally small’ topologies,
any HFC space must be a D-space.
Theorem 7. Suppose that X ⊂ 2λ is HFC and the closure of every
countable subset of X is Menger.2 Then X is a D-space.
2The latter property is a natural variant of the well-studied ω-boundedness as-
sumption i.e., countable sets having compact closure. See [12] for a fairly recent
overview. We thank L. Zdomskyy for recommending this version of our result; our
original theorem assumed that countable sets in X have σ-compact closure.
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Recall that a space Y is Menger if for any countable sequence of
open covers (Un)n∈ω, there are finite Vn ⊆ Un such that
⋃
n∈ω Vn covers
Y . Let us refer the interested reader to [15] for background in selection
principles and topology.
Any σ-compact space or Lindelöf space of size < d is Menger.3
Moreover, Aurichi showed that all Menger spaces are D-spaces [2,
Corollary 2.7 ] and we need some of the topological games that he
used in the proof. The partial open neighbourhood assignment game
(or PONAG, for short) is played as follows. Our two players are N
and C and N starts by playing a partial neighbourhood assignment
{Vx : x ∈ Y0} for some Y0 ⊂ X covering X. Next, C replies by a
D0 ⊂ Y0 closed discrete in X. In general, N plays {Vx : x ∈ Yn} for
some Yn ⊂ X\
⋃
{Vx : x ∈ Dk, k < n} so that {Vx : x ∈ Yn} covers
X\
⋃
{Vx : x ∈ Dk, k < n} and C replies by Dn ⊂ Yn closed discrete in
X.
Player N {Vx : x ∈ Y0} {Vx : x ∈ Y1} . . .
Player C D0 ⊂ Y0 D1 ⊂ Y1 . . .
Player C wins if
⋃
{Vx : x ∈ Dn, n < ω} covers X.
We will use the fact that if Y is Menger then N has no winning
strategy in PONAG [2, Proposition 2.6]; from this, Y being a D-space
easily follows. In fact, Aurichi’s proves in [2, Proposition 2.6] that
N has no winning strategy in the following modification PONAGfin of
the original PONAG game: N plays as before but C is only allowed
to reply by finite sets (instead of arbitrary closed discrete ones). The
winning condition is the same as before. This minor modification is
quite important in our following proof (and also shows that Menger
spaces are strongly D).
Proof of Theorem 7. First, any neighbourhood assignment (after some
shrinking) can be coded by a mapN : X → Fn(λ, 2) so that x ∈ [N(x)].
We use N [E] to denote the set
⋃
{[N(x)] : x ∈ E} in short.
Our plan is to find a closed discrete set D such that X\N [D] is
countable. Since countable spaces are D-spaces, we can find a closed
discrete D˜ ⊂ X\N [D] so that N [D ∪ D˜] = X, as desired (note that
the union D ∪ D˜ is still closed discrete).
Now, let M ≺ H(Θ) be a countable elementary submodel (with Θ
appropriately large) so that X,N, λ ∈ M . Let Y = X ∩M and note
that Y is Menger.
We construct a sequence (Dˆn)n<ω of finite sets in M ∩X so that
3Here d denotes the dominating number [4].
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(1) Y ⊂ N [Dˆ] for Dˆ =
⋃
{Dˆn : n ∈ ω}, and
(2) Dˆn ∩N [Dˆn−1] = ∅.
We will find these sets using the fact that player N has no winning
strategy in the PONAGfin game on Y . So, we define a strategy σ
for N as follows. We set Vx = [N(x)] and let N start by playing
a cover (Vx)x∈Y0 of X for some countable Y0 ∈ M . This is possible
since X is Lindelöf (and we can choose the witness for that in M by
elementarity) and so Y0 ⊂M as well. In general, given a partial game
play Y0, Dˆ0, Y1, Dˆ1, . . . , Yn−1, Dˆn−1 so that Yk ∈ M , σ will simply play
(Vx)x∈Yn where Yn ⊂ X\
⋃
k<nN [Dˆk] is a countable set in M so that
(Vx)x∈Yn covers X\
⋃
k<nN [Dˆk]. This is again possible by the Lindelöf
property and elementarity.4 Now, we know this strategy cannot be
winning so there is a run Y0, Dˆ0, Y1, Dˆ1, . . . following the strategy σ so
that player C wins i.e., Y ⊂ N [Dˆ] for Dˆ =
⋃
{Dˆn : n ∈ ω}.
Now, we shall enlarge Dˆ carefully to cover the rest of X (modulo a
countable set). List all pairs (ε, b) ∈ Fn(λ ∩M, 2)× 2<ω as {(εn, bn) :
n ∈ ω} such that each such pair appears infinitely often. By induction
on n < ω, we define Dn ⊇ Dˆn by adding at most one point xn from
M ∩X\(
⋃
k<nN [Dk]∪N [Dˆn]). How is xn selected? We look at (εn, bn)
and see if there is x ∈ X\(
⋃
k<nN [Dk] ∪N [Dˆn]) so that
(i) εn ⊆ N(x),
(ii) F = dom(N(x)\εn) is disjoint from dom(N(y)) for all y ∈
⋃
k<nDk∪
Dˆn, and
(iii) N(x)\εn = F ∗ bn.
If yes, then we pick such an xn in M .
We shall prove that D =
⋃
{Dn : n ∈ ω} is as required.
Claim 8. D is locally finite and in turn, closed and discrete.
Proof. Since D ⊆ M , it suffices to show that D is locally finite in
Y = X ∩M . Let y ∈ Y and pick n ∈ ω such that y ∈ N [Dˆn]. Then
U = N [Dˆn] is an open neighbourhood of y and U ∩ D ⊆
⋃
k≤nDk is
finite. 
Claim 9. |X\N [D]|≤ ω.
4This is the point where we need the modified PONAGfin game so that the sets
Dˆn are in M too.
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In fact, the open sets corresponding to the extra points xn we chose
cover X modulo a countable set.5 The proof of this claim is exactly as
the proof of Claim 5 which we omit repeating.
This concludes the proof of the theorem. ⊠
We do not know how much the assumption of X being HFC can be
weakened or if the local smallness assumption can be dropped.
4. Open problems
The main problem of van Douwen remains open.
Problem 10 (van Douwen). Is there a regular, Lindelöf but non D-
space?
Surprisingly, the following question seems to be open as well (see
[1]).
Problem 11. Is there a T1, hereditarily Lindelöf but non dually dis-
crete space?
We should emphasise that even consistent examples would be very
welcome.
Regarding Theorem 7 and Theorem 4, we ask the following.
Problem 12. Is every HFC space a D-space?
Problem 13. Is every HFCw space dually discrete?
Problem 14. Suppose that X is an HFC space and every countable
subset of X has Menger closure. Is X strongly D?
Problem 15. Suppose that every countable subset of X has Menger
closure. Is X a D-space whenever it is
(a) (hereditarily) Lindelöf, or
(b) HFCw?
It would be equally interesting to see an answer for the preceding
questions if instead of the Menger property we assume that countable
sets have σ-compact closure. Finally, let us refer the reader to [9] for
many more interesting open problems around D-spaces.
5So in the end, the Menger machinery is used to make this sequence closed
discrete and the HFC property to cover X .
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